A’ LEVELS AT THE AVICENNA SCHOOL

NCUK
THE NORTHERN CONSORTIUM

A’ Levels +
NCUK
(Northern Consortium of UK Universities)
Guaranteed Admissions to 11 UK Universities
2 Years at CAMS + 1 Year in UK

A’ Levels +
ACCA (UK) + MBA (UK)
Guaranteed Admission to ACCA & Top up Masters in UK
With London South Bank University and
LSBF London School of Business & Finance

A’ Levels +
BBA from UCSI University Malaysia
Guaranteed Admission
2 Years at CAMS + 1 Year in Malaysia

ADMISSIONS 2011 — NO ADMISSION FEE
LIMITED SEATS AVAILABLE

AVICENNA ADVANTAGE - MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Founded in 1996 and now offered in 4 campuses in Karachi, The Avicenna School is registered as an external school with the University of Cambridge - Local Examinations Syndicate Reg No. PK-519. Avicenna is highly regarded, and has a strong tradition of providing outstanding education. At Avicenna, we offer qualified and experienced faculty, undoubtedly the best faculty of the city for O’ & A’ Levels, an array of courses in different disciplines, supportive and encouraging environment geared toward helping each student find his/her strengths and become life-long learners.

The Avicenna School System is affiliated with CAMS - College of Accounting and Management Sciences, a premier business school offering professional accountancy courses such as ACCA (UK), CIMA (UK) and CA of UK, CA (ICAP), and degree courses at NCUK (Northern Consortium of UK Universities) 11 UK Universities - Two years in CAMS, One Year in UK, UCSI University (Malaysia), Two years in CAMS, One year in Malaysia and BBA, MBA of Karachi University.

- Exclusive Girls’ Campus and Separate Co-Ed Campuses for O’ and A’ Levels
- Purpose-Built Campus with Cafeteria+Recreation Room
- Sports Events & Extra Curricular Activities
- Science, Commerce and Humanities subjects offered
- Air Conditioned Classrooms with Multimedia Facilities
- Scholarships and Financial Assistance Available
- Academic and Career Counseling
- Best Faculty of the City
- Community Service Programs
CAREER COUNSELLING FOR A’ LEVEL STUDENTS

Avicenna provides career counselling to its A’ Level students and assists them in their academic and career planning. Our career counsellor, Mrs. K. Issani, has over 30 years’ experience in the field, and provides individual assistance to students based on their aptitude and interests. Our history illustrates that Avicennians have been successfully placed in leading universities of the world, namely, Cambridge, Oxford, Harvard, Imperial, Mc Gill, University of Toronto, Standard, LSE, Berkley, Princeton, Wharton, Yale, MIT, CAMS, IBA, LUMS, GIK, KU etc.

HOW TO APPLY FOR A’ LEVEL PROGRAM AT AVICENNA

The complete admission package containing the brochure and the application form can be collected from any of our four A’ Level Campuses or downloaded from www.cams.edu.pk/downloads/myfiles.php. The admission process of the A’ Level program commences from 1st May each year.

Students must submit the completed Admissions Forms to any of our A’ Level Campuses and they shall be informed of the admission decision within four working days.

AVICENNA HIGH ACHIEVERS

Avicenna’s O’ and A’ Levels results in various subjects have always been outstanding. Our students have consistently secured worldwide high positions. In June 2008 CIE examinations, Zainab Shafi and Rija A. Qureshi secured worldwide top positions in A’ Level sociology and O’ Level English Literature. Rabia Fauurkh High Achiever A’Level - Urdu June 2010.

A’ Lever Faculty Clifton Campus for Boys and Girls

English General  K. Issani
Urdu   Sabira Sultana
Mathematics  Shamim Azam
Physics  Kashif Ameen
Chemistry  Salman Sibthian
Biology  Dr. Hina Hussain
Sociology  Naheed Malbari
Psychology  Shaheen Khan
Accounting  Kashan Iqbal
Business Studies  Adila Khan
Economics  A. H. Bhuiya
Art and Design  Asma Asif

A’ Lever Faculty Tipu Sultan Campus for Boys and Girls

English General  Salma Nazar
Urdu  Khalilullah Faruqui
Mathematics  Saleema Wari
Physics  Kashif Ameen
Chemistry  Salman Sibthian
Biology  Dr. Hussain
Psychology  Dr. Hina Farooqi
Accounting  Shaheen Khan
Business Studies  Kashan Iqbal
Economics  Asma Syed
Graphic Design  Munawar Ghuzi

A’ Lever Faculty Tipu Sultan Campus for Girls Only

A’ Lever Faculty Tipu Sultan Campus for Boys and Girls

English General  Carol D’Souza
Urdu  Rakhshanda Siddqui
Mathematics  Dulan Rodrigues
Physics  Kashif Ameen
Chemistry  Syed Sohail Raza Zaidi
Psychology  Afshen Anwur
Accounting  Kashan Iqbal
Business Studies  Asma Saiyed
Economics  Munawar Ghazi
Biology  Dr. Nida Malik

The Avicenna School Clifton Campus (For Boys & Girls)

C-118/119, Clifton, Block-2, Karachi.
A’ Level Tel : 92-21-35836096
O’ Level Tel : 32-21-9250021
Junior Tel : 35871957, 35375047

The Avicenna School Tipu Sultan Campus (For Boys & Girls)

36, Modern Housing Society
Main Tipu Sultan Road,
Karachi.
A’ Level Tel : 345-38615, 345-33760

The Avicenna School Tipu Sultan Campus (For Girls Only)

17, Al Hamra, Coop Housing Society,
Main Tipu Sultan Road, Karachi.
Tel : 92-21-34537782, 34537414

info@cams.edu.pk  www.avicenna.edu.pk